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Monday, September 13, 2010

“If God didn’t want us to eat
meat, why did he make the cow
so slow? Ever eaten a cheetah
burger? Nope. And you never
will.”
– Dr. Denis Leary

The Evil Elevator?
By Samantha Schall
– Daily Bull ~

The trailers for Devil by,
guess who, M. Night Shyamalan, have been popping
up throughout the mass media. As he tries to ride the
wave of success from Avatar: The Last Airbender, we
see the real story that takes
place….
In Devil, the evil elevator
is actually the Wadsworth
middle elevator: It’s so slow,
you’ll graduate with a husband and three kids before
you get to the fifth floor. The
evil sucks your life away. The
soul it takes is then stored in
the building to power the
elevator and force it to go
slower and slower. Over
time it will never move and
trap those poor souls inside
it forever and mercilessly
suck their souls away.
The Wads elevator also has
that lovely sense of humor,
where it goes to the fourth
floor and then, instead of
continuing to the fifth floor,
...see Third Floor on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like banana nut muffins.

USG 2010-9-8...
By John “7654321” Pastore ~ Daily Bull

Welcome, illustrious student body, to
your Guardians of Order, the Congress of
Control, the Surveyors of All Formalities
of the Student Activities Fee, and in short
the bastards who manage the funds for
all the Student Organizations, the Undergraduate Student
Government.

makes some sense - there being hundreds of organizations on campus for
the spazziest little thing - though abandoning the previous web based registration system and all it’s stored data for
a new system hosted off-campus, allowing at the moment anyone
to register
themselves
in control
But wait,
of any unyou of a
registered
student org
group, promay cry!
viding about
What of
as many
that meetannounceing just
ments of a
last week,
new system
where Stuas there were
This is what your student ‘activities’ fee goes to. Activities...
dent Activithat the EERC
ties told us they scrapped all of our old tree was about to be removed… oforganization records and registrations, fering a Facebook-like interface certainly
and introduced for the first time the earns them 10 points for style, but minus
“Involvement Link” registration system? several million for execution.
Well, that’s unfortunately the whole of its
function - a registration system. “Student And the talk of approval by a majority
Activities” is a university department of the student body? Digging into the
which is responsible for registering all minutes, the system was apparently
these groups.
approved on the 21st of October of
2009 by the USG, and not a word
Desiring a new system of registration
...see Involved with Links on back

Man wants eggs scrambled. Kills 6.

Monday MAD LIBS

The Daily Bull presents: Monday Mad Libs! Each Monday, we’ll feature Mad Libs for you to fill out an enjoy. Plus, if you fill it out and
think yours is the best and most hilarious, submit it to us at bull@
mtu.edu - we might just feature it in one of our issues!
Here’s how it works: fill in these blanks. Then flip the Bull over to
see a paragraph with missing words - add yours! ta da!
MAD LIB 1: Celebrity Gossip Circle
ING verb:
Name:

___________________

______________________

Conitnued
Name2:
Event:

____________________
______________________

Verb: _______________________

Action Verb: ___________________

Past Tense Verb:________________

Mich Tech Prof: _________________

Bodily Fluid: _________________

Noun2: ______________________

Noun: _______________________

Adverb: _______________________

Verb2: ______________________

Verb3: _______________________

... Involved with Links from front

MAD LIB 1: Celebrity Gossip Brought to you by Alec ‘The HAMMER’ Hamer
However, this is the start of the year.
Not much has happened; OpportuniNow here are some words from David Hasselhoff: “Last night I was _______________ (-ing verb)
ties Funds money went to SAE AREO
with my friends. All of the sudden ______________ (name) gave me a _______________ (verb) and I
as per the above tardy-budget ruling,
and the new Fast Pitch Softball Club
______________ (past tense verb) all over him/her. You wouldn’t believe how much ______________
as per their inception. A new trea(bodily fluid) there was all over the __________________ (noun). Now, I wanted to add that this is
surer was elected unopposed as the
not a common occurrence, we usually like to __________________ (verb) as a group of friends.”
previous had flown the co-op, and
as such there is a single second-year
Some wisdom from Gene Simmons: “I don’t know if you recall, but last time I heard, ________ (name)
representative position open. The
was having a/n __________________ (event) at his/her place. They’re supposed to _____________ (acnominations for all the first-year rep is
also open, till the 17th - next Friday tion verb) in front of ________________ (Mich Tech professor) and cause a/n ________________ (noun).
So where does this leave the USG? so if any of those positions appeal to
This can only end ________________ (adverb). All we can do now is _____________ (verb) each other.”
Presiding over the money collected you, the USG office in the MUB has a
from the Student Activities Fee, of datapack for you.
... Third Floor from front
in the building while it
course. You can check it on your bill;
it proceeds to go back down to the uses its souls that it has
this works out to a fairly large amount What’s to come in the year that fol- first floor. You are forced to endure stolen so far. The souls
of money (nearly a half megadollar), lows? Repairs to the MUB Kiosk, the slowness of the elevator twice! of those too lazy to
and is distributed to organizations known more for it’s hopelessly opti- That’s twice as much time you are walk up that one flight
through their normal budgets, emer- mistic or dismal temperature and time forced to hold your bladder after of stairs and don’t
gency allocations for when things readings? Taking despotic control of those 5 or 6 beers you had with your wait for those on
breaks from the Reserve Fund, and “Rock the Vote” to ensure real working buddies, or carry your heavy bag of crutches who need
the Opportunities Fund for new stuff voter registration this time, for once? books you foolishly brought to the to get to the fifth floor
- and this year for those organizations Finding out if there’s actually any space class you don’t even stay awake in. are most useful when
who didn’t submit their budgets on left in the Student Organization Stor- That precious time!
it needs to contact its
age Space by the SDC? Check in next
time last year.
evil maker.
week for another exciting adventure The days that the Wadsworth elevaof the Undergraduate Student Gov- tor is broken down is when it’s really When you get stuck in
offering to feed the other elevators the broken elevator,
ernment!
that, my friends, THAT
ROCKET GRUNT/
BREAD WINNER
EDITOR IN CHIEF
COMP EDITOR
is the massive torture
Broken!? Still? Damn that thing still has my SOUL!
Liz Fujita
Simon Mused
Jon “Big O” Mahan
that
the
middle
WadFACULTY
SCRIBE
MONOPOLY GUY
ADVISOR
sworth elevator dishes
Stephen Whittaker
fun to jump all at once, prepare!
Alec Hamer
David Omnom-Olson
out.
It
is
harsh
on
those
that
are
in
Liz Fujita, Jeremy “Mr. Sunshine” Loucks, Simon Mused, Jon “Big-O”
Mahan, Alec Hamer, John Pastore, Matt Villa, Mary Kennedy, Ruben
it just by accident when the eleva- The evil elevator, how we love to
Garcia, Kiri Kennedy, Benjamin Loucks, Lauren Allen, Stephen
Whittaker, Sam Schall, Sandra Custer, Frank McGuire, Mike Cardwell,
tor shut down, forcing them to sit hate you and love to use you. The
“Scientists investigate that which already is;
Bryne Judy, Jeremy Moore, Bill Melcher, Olivia Zajac, and last
night’s dorm food.
and wait out with limited oxygen and elevator who is slow and plays tricks
Engineers create that which has never been.”
fighting for that last fresh breath of air on us. The elevator who gets us back
~Einstein
after someone lets one rip. But those when we misuse you. May one day
who jump in the elevator receive the the campus finally decide to replace
harsher punishment. They who jump you with a good, working, reliable,
become they who pay for repairs, non-evil elevator with a weight limit
The Daily Bull would like to thank the Daily Bull for
either in blood and sweat or in mon- and size capacity to fit more than five
buying our own damn printer that this publication
is printed on. We would also like to thank the Stuey and debt. So ye who think it be and their book bags.
dent Activity Fee for helping to pay for our paper
was said of it since; the only talk of
“Collegiate Link” was for its use as an
election system after the staggering
failure of the previous election system.
The USG is the only organization on
campus elected by the student body,
so there is some sense to a margin of
control over these gibbering mobs
of students, if only to impose certain
forms of “fun.” This, like your fat roommate, is rarely exercised.
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and toner costs.

Advertising inquiries, questions &
comments should be directed to
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Did you know that you can sign up for the Daily Bull’s email
list? Every day, you’ll get a shiny new Bull in your inbox! It’s
like Christmas every day. Shout to bull@mtu.edu !

